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INTRODUCTION CONTENTS

This form language presents geometrical elements and other characteristics

of gardens in Sorrento and nearby towns.

We visited four important gardens in and around Sorrento (L’Agrumiato,

Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Correale Museum garden and Villa Fondi De

Sangro) as well as many hotel gardens and the first European botanical

garden, Giardino della Minerva in Salerno. We searched for common

elements and patterns in the gardens and documented their shapes, details,

materials and colors.

This form language will be used as a guide for our project designs in the

garden of the Sant’Anna Institute.
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1.  GENERAL PATTERNS

Degrees of Publicness

Degrees of Wildness

Network of Paths

Voids

Views

Color Palette

The following patterns describe overall structure of gardens. Gardens in the

Sorrento area have a specific color palette of natural materials, light plaster

and colorful details. There is a gradient in degrees of publicness and

wildness between main garden areas and more secluded ones. There are

main and secondary paths as well as empty, open areas that give gardens a

good balance between emptiness and fullness. A special emphasis is given

to views beyond the garden.

Villa Tritone, Sorrento 

(Sketch: Ana Jančar)



Degrees of 

Publicness

- Within gardens that are open to 

the public there is a gradient of 

areas that are most public and the 

ones that feel more private

- Most public areas are around the 

entrance, main paths, building or 

main points of interest in the garden

- Areas that allow more privacy are 

removed from the main flow of 

people. There are benches 

surrounded with plants, narrower 

paths or hidden storage sheds.

1

1: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Luis Vidal)

2: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)

4: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



Degrees of 

Wildness

- Main areas near the entrance, the 

main path and the building are 

usually more trimmed, formal and 

managed

- Some areas are left more wild, 

letting the plants grow on their own 

and letting people get in touch with 

nature

- The degrees of wildness usually 

follow the degrees of publicness

- Gardens are more formal or more 

wild also compared to each other, 

depending on their use, function 

and ownership

1

1: Villa Tritone, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2: Minerva garden, Salerno (Ana Jančar)

3: Castello Colonna, San Pietro

(Ana Jančar)

4: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Bryan Mock)

2

3 4



Network of 

Paths

- The main path is wider and has 

the best paving material. It 

connects the garden entrance to 

the building or main garden areas

- Secondary paths are narrower, 

leading to single benches and 

secluded spaces

- Paths can serve circulation or be 

more directed towards one spot 

with some smaller paths branching 

off from them

1

1: Villa Tritone, Sorrento 

(Sketch: Ana Jančar)

2: Correale Museum, Sorrento (Sketch: 

Ana Jančar)

3: Villa Tritone, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

4: Villa Fondi de Sangro, Piano di 

Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



Voids

- Gardens have a void space that 

brings life to other areas dense with 

plants, narrow paths, benches or 

ornaments

- Examples: lawn, paved courtyard, 

street widening in front of the 

entrance, path widening, open view 

point at the end of a path densely 

surrounded with plants, view to the 

blue void of the bay of Naples

1

1: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

3: Villa Tritone, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

4: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



Views

- The best views to the sea, 

mountains or cliffs are preserved 

and enhanced with a belvedere, a 

pergola-covered terrace or benches

1

1: Hotel Palumbo, Ravello (Ana Jančar)

2: Villa Fondi de Sangro, Piano di 

Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

3: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

4: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



Color Palette

- Mostly natural colors of tuff and 

other stone, brick, soil, grey wood

- Plaster on larger surfaces in 

gentle light colors: white, light grey, 

light yellow, light orange

- Details have some stronger colors 

in plaster or tile: yellow, blue, red, 

orange...



2.  GARDEN STRUCTURES

Garden Entrance

Pergola

Parking under pergola

Pavilion

“Pagliarelle”

Veranda

Garden entrances are well marked and they invite people in. In the garden

there are pavilions and pergolas with flowers, grapes or kiwi, creating shade

and pleasant seating areas. Typical wooden screens called “Pagliarelle’’

protect the citrus trees. Verandas connect the building with the garden.

Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)



Garden 

Entrance

- Garden entrance is inviting and 

well marked

- Garden wall curves in to mark the 

entrance and create space in front

- Gate is marked with columns, 

often with statues or flower pots on 

top

- Sculptures or flower pots on top of 

the columns

- Property name on the wall

- Big Flower pots in front

- Ceramic decorations

1

1: Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2: Villa Tritone, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

3: L’Agrumiato, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Pergola

- Pergola over a garden path or a 

long terrace

- Provides shade in summer, sun in 

winter

- Overgrown with grapes, kiwi, 

flowers or provides support for 

lemon trees

- Columns: plastered stone or 

concrete, wood (alternatively, a wall 

instead of columns)

- Pergola: metal structure or 

chestnut wood poles with wire 

connections

- Flat or curved shape

1

1, 2: Giardini di Cataldo, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

3: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

4: UNISOB, Naples (Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



Parking under 

Pergola

- Pergola hides and shades the 

cars

- Wood or metal

1

1: Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2, 3: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento 

(Ana Jančar)

2

3



Pavilion

- Covered shaded place for one or 

more tables

- Square or polygonal shape

- Either a metal roof structure for 

plants to grow on or a wooden 

structure with wire joints, covered 

with bamboo sticks

- Possible roof opening for better 

airflow

1: Giardini di Cataldo, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

3: Giardini di Cataldo, Sorrento (Sketch: 

Ana Jančar)

2

1 3



“Pagliarelle”

- Serves to protect lemon trees 

from cold, wind, heavy rain and hail

- Gradually becoming replaced with 

plastic nets

- Frames of standard size 

200x120cm, compatible with 

pergola size

- Traditionally filled in with straw

1

1, 3: L’Agrumiato, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2: Piano di Sorrento (Ana Jančar)2 3



Veranda

- A veranda is at the same time a 

part of the building and a part of the 

garden. It connects the two and 

creates an area that belongs to 

both

- Provides a place to be in the 

shade or to be outside when it rains

- Typically has tables, chairs or 

benches

1

1, 2: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)2



3.  ACCESSORY BUILDINGS

Outdoor Kitchens

Bathrooms Out of the Way

Storage Sheds

Small accessory buildings made of stone or wood serve multiple purposes.

The buildings are simple with slightly pitched roofs of metal or ceramic tiles.

Fully enclosed buildings have doors for access, privacy and security, with

operable windows for ventilation and a view into the garden. Such buildings

are placed in areas of the garden that need improvement so they can

preserve and enhance existing spaces.

Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)



Outdoor 

Kitchens

- Small structures in the garden 

along the main path. Could be 

attached to a building or its own 

building.

- Made of stone or wood

- Simple rectangle plan, can be 

long and narrow

- Large windows if enclosed

- Tile surfaces and flooring, easy to 

clean

- Hard surfaces outside with tables

1

1: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento 

(Alex Sabo)

2: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)

3: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)

4: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)

2

3 4



Bathrooms 

Out of the 

Way
- Small buildings in the garden off 

the main path. Could be attached to 

the main building but out of the 

way.

- Made of stone or wood

- Simple and small square plan

- Doors that lock, small windows

- Covered with plants

- Tiles on the interiors

1: Sant’Anna Institute, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)

2: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento 

(Alex Sabo)

3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)32

1



Storage 

Sheds

- Covered places for storage of 

pots, furniture and gardening 

equipment. 

- Enclosed by a building or gates 

- Hidden from view and away from 

main paths

- Made of stone or wood

- Small simple shapes

- With a shed roof

1, 3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo) 

2: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento 

(Alex Sabo)

2

1 3



4. BENCHES AND SITTING SPOTS

Wall Benches

Bench Around a Tree

Groups of Tables and Chairs

Hidden Spots for Single Tables

Benches are more fixed and permanent than loose chairs. They face

important views of the landscape or of human activity that people enjoy

watching. They are placed at intervals along paths and provide opportunities

to rest. They can be shaded by trees and surrounded by plants. Benches

can be attached to walls or be free-standing and made of stone, wood, metal

or tiles. Free-standing furniture like tables and chairs should be lightweight

and moveable so people can arrange them according to their need, whether

for small conversations or for a large group lunch.

Villa Fondi de Sangro, Piano di Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)



Wall Benches

- Offer sitting spots with good views 

into the space they are surrounding 

(garden, piazza, terrace, path)

- Help better form the space by 

making its boundary more beautiful

- A series of benches is common, 

each with slightly different 

ornaments

- Usually for two or three people

- Curved back shape

- Plaster or concrete finish

- Decorated with ceramic tiles

- There are often flowers nearby, 

growing in pots, behind or around 

the bench.

1

1: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Positano (Ana Jančar)

3: Minerva garden, Salerno (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Wall Benches 

1

1, 2, 3: Villa Fondi De Sangro, Piano di 

Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Bench Around 

a Tree

- A raised tree bed where people 

can sit on the edge facing outwards

- Alternatively, a bench encircling a 

tree with seating facing it

- The tree provides shading

- Stone or brick sitting surface: eg. 

tuff stones with a profile detail

1

1: UNISOB, Naples (Ana Jančar) 

2: UNISOB, Naples (Sketch: Ana Jančar)

3: Castello Colonna, San Pietro

(Ana Jančar)2 3



Groups of 

Tables and 

Chairs

- Simple tables and chairs are 

placed in a group

- People move them around to find 

sun or shade and to make them fit 

bigger or smaller groups.

- Paved surface surrounded with 

plants

1

1, 2: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar) 2



Hidden Spots 

for Single 

Tables

- Small bays for a single table

- Connected to paths but partially 

hidden with vegetation, pavilion, 

balustrade...

- (On pictures some are not in best 

condition because of winter)

- Paved or concrete floor

1

1, 4: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2, 3: Grand Hotel Ambassadors

(Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



5.  WALLS, FENCES AND EDGES

Long Walls Made Interesting

Walls with Narrow Planters

Wooden Fences

Low Garden Walls for Sitting

Tuff Stone Garden Bed Borders

Round Planters

Walls, fences, and edges provide boundaries for different spaces within the

garden. Retaining walls are used for level changes, and so can low sitting

walls and walls for garden beds. They are often made of stone. Fences can

be made of wood or metal and are used to define the extents of a space and

restrict its access to humans or animals.

Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)



Long Walls 

Made 

Interesting

- Long walls are well-differentiated 

so as not to be monolithic

- Niches, pilasters, material 

changes…

- The added details can have 

structural benefits

1

1: Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2: L’Agrumiato, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

3: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

3



Walls with 

Narrow 

Planters

- Narrow planters in front of the 

walls partially hide the walls and 

make a nice transition between wall 

and path

- 40 to 60cm wide

- Edge made of tuff, other stone or 

brick

1: Parco di Villa Fiorentino (Ana Jančar)

2: Grand Hotel Ambassadors

(Ana Jančar) 1 2



Wooden 

fences

- Placed along the paths

- Can widen to form a bench

- Made of simple chestnut poles

- Diagonal crosses or parallel 

horizontal poles for bracing

1

1: Correale Museum (Ana Jančar)

2: Amalfi coast mountains (Ana Jančar)

3: L’Agrumiato, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Low Garden 

Walls for 

Sitting

- Form garden beds and paths as 

well as provide seating

- Special flowers growing on the 

edge can enhance the boundary

- Made of stone, on top possible 

brick

1: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar) 

2: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

3: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

1 3



Tuff Stone 

Garden Bed 

Borders

- The most common way of forming 

garden beds

- Stones are curved or flat on top

- Usually one stone high, 

sometimes two

1: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Villa Fondi De Sangro, Piano di 

Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

3: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

1 3



Round 

Planters

- Round planters differentiate large 

paved areas, bringing green and 

shade into them

- Edges made of tuff or brick

1

1, 3: Grand Hotel Ambassadors

(Ana Jančar)

2: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)2 3



6.  PAVING AND FLOOR

Brick and Tile Floor Patterns

Brick Paving

Dirt Floor

Special Flooring in Sitting Areas

Stairs

A garden floor varies depending on its use. Flowers and vegetable gardens

have stepping stones around rows of vegetables or raised beds to access

them for watering and cultivation. More travelled paths might have pavers or

stones. Areas for sitting can have a more permanent hardscape surface and

become like an outdoor room. Steps follow the terrain and can be made of

stone, bricks, tiles or concrete.

Positano

(Ana Jančar)



Brick and Tile 

Floor Patterns 

- For garden paths, terraces, 

piazzas, small streets

- Cheap concrete floor is made 

beautiful with ornament made of 

simple bricks and small tiles

1

1: Positano (Sketch: Ana Jančar)

2: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

3: Positano (Ana Jančar)2 3



Brick Paving

- Used in paths or paved areas for 

tables

- Most commonly with a fish-bone 

pattern

- Warm pleasant feeling

- Cracks with plants growing 

through1

1: Hotel Palumbo, Ravello (Ana Jančar)

2: San Francesco monastery, Sorrento 

(Ana Jančar)

3: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)2 3



Dirt Floor

- Simple and cheap but looks good 

and is pleasant to walk on

1

1, 3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: L’Agrumiato, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Special 

Flooring in 

Sitting Areas

- Different floor than the rest of the 

garden

- Provides a sense of arrival

- Use of colors

- Ceramics, terracotta, marble

1

1: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2, 3, 4: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



1: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)

2: Minerva garden, Salerno

(Ana Jančar)

3: Marina Grande, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)

4: Hotel Palumbo, Ravello (Ana Jančar)

Stairs

- Step-ramps for paths that would 

otherwise be too steep

- Outdoor, covered stairways to 

connect different levels of a building

- The bottom step is emphasized 

and extended (e.g. wraps around 

the wall)

- Stepping surface is made of 

distinct material (stone, brick)

- The edges of the steps are well-

marked (e.g., made with bricks)

- Railing made of iron, stone, wood 

or concrete

1 2

3 4



7.  WATER IN THE GARDEN

Water Channels

Small Fountain

Big Fountain

Water Ponds

Water creates attractive spots in the garden. It cools it down in hot summer

days and creates a special atmosphere with its sound, movement and

reflections. There are big pools with fish that people like to watch or small

fountains for drinking water. Water channels distribute water to all the areas

of the garden. There are seating spots and sculptures near water features.

Minerva garden, Salerno

(Ana Jančar)



Water 

Channels

- To transport water for plants 

around the garden

- Good microclimate - cooling the 

garden in the summer

- Nice sound

- At the same time they can form 

edges of garden beds

- Made out of stone and can be 

plastered (like in Giardini della 

Minerva, Salerno)

1

1: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Hotel Tramontano and Minerva garden 

(Sketch: Ana Jančar)

3: Minerva garden, Salerno (Ana Jančar)2 3



Small 

Fountain

- For drinking or ambience (sound 

of water, small fish inside)

- On the edge of a garden bed

- Surrounded with flowers or 

vegetation

- Possibility to sit next to it on a low 

garden wall or bench

- Stone

1

1, 3: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Minerva garden, Salerno (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Big Fountain

- Important location in the garden

- Near the entrance or in the central 

location

- Big stone water basin

-Sculptures, details in stone

1: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Villa Fondi De Sangro, Piano di 

Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

3: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

1 3



Water Ponds

- For ambience (lotus flowers, small 

fish inside)

- In the core garden

- At unexpected locations

- Possibility to sit next to it on a low 

garden wall or bench

- Stone

1

1: Minerva garden, Salerno (Ana Jančar)

2, 3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)

2

3



8.  DECORATION

Tile Ornaments

Tile Paintings in Niches

Sculptures

Big Pots

Single tiles in the walls, tiles with patterns on the benches and tile paintings

in wall niches bring colours to the garden. There are sculptures and big

decorative terracotta pots to mark entrances or important spots and to

attract people into the garden.

Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)



Tile 

Ornaments

- Tiled surfaces with a pattern (it is 

ok if some tiles don’t fit exactly)

- Individual tiles and tile pieces in 

concrete or plaster

1

1: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2, 3: Positano (Ana Jančar)2 3



Tile Paintings 

in Niches

- Tailed surfaces with paintings 

mark entrances or important spots 

in the garden

- Placed in niches with brick or 

stone borders

- Or borders drawn on tiles as a 

part of the painting

1, 2: Parco di Villa Fiorentino, Sorrento 

(Harsh Desai)

3: L’Agrumiato, Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

2

1 3



Sculptures

1: Correale museum, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)

2: Hotel Bellevue Syrene, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)1 2

- Sculptures spread around the 

garden

- Next to seating areas

- Admire sculptures and wonder 

while seating

- Made of tufo stone, marble

- Terracotta

- Natural colors of materials



Big Pots

- Decorative large pots placed at 

the center of a space or to 

emphasize an entrance

- Can be empty or carry a smaller 

pot with flowers

- Different shapes

- Made of terracotta1

1: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento 

(Alex Sabo)

2: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Alex Sabo)

3: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

4: Grand Hotel Ambassadors, Sorrento

(Harsh Desai)

2

3 4



9.  PLANTS

Flower Pots Everywhere

Flowers at Eye Height

Always Something Blooming

Architecture Adapts to Trees

There are big trees that shade, blooming bushes, flowers of all colours in

flower beds. Flower pots in paved areas and terraces. Flowers are planted

around seating spots to make them more pleasant with their scents and

colours.

Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)



Flower Pots 

Everywhere

- Flower pots around sitting spaces, 

on the stairs, terraces, on top of 

columns and end of garden walls…

- They help create strong centers

1

1: Hotel Tramontano, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2: Positano (Ana Jančar)

3: Hotel Palumbo, Ravello (Ana Jančar)

2

3



Flowers at 

Eye Height

- Flowers where one can see them 

and smell them

- In a narrow flower bed on top of 

the wall or behind the bench

1: Ravello (Ana Jančar)

2: Positano (Ana Jančar)

3: Giardini di Cataldo, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

1 3



Always 

Something 

Blooming

- Having plants that bloom at 

different times of the year makes 

the garden always colorful

1

1: Parco di Villa Fiorentino (Ana Jančar)

2, 3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

4: Sant’Anna Institute, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)

2

3 4



Architecture 

Adapts to 

Trees

- Garden edge stones either recede 

to leave room for a large tree or 

expand to include it in the garden

1, 2: Villa Fondi De Sangro, Piano di 

Sorrento (Ana Jančar)

3: Correale Museum, Sorrento

(Ana Jančar)2 3

1
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